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THE FOURTH ENERGY ERA

Ralph H. Nansen, Manager
Preliminary Design
NASA/Civil Space Programs
Boeing Aerospace Company, Seattle, WA

ABSTRACT

OUR ENERGY HERITAGE

The energy crisis has been with us for nearly
ten years. We have grown numb to it while it
changed the fundamental patterns of our
lives. It no longer means long lines at the
gas pumps, in fact, there has even been an
oil glut recently. The crisis is not one of
energy availability it is one of energy price
which has driven the cost of energy to levels
much higher than the inflation rates. This
in turn has been a major driver of inflation
because the cost of energy effects every
aspect of our lives. As a result the nations
economic strength is deteriorating and our
standard of living is being eroded. This
phenomenon has occurred before in history.

The history of modern man 1n the industrial
age is really the history of man's ability to
utilize energy beyond the confines of his own
body. Ancient man had only the strength of
his arms, legs, and back to gather his food
and to provide shelter. His sphere of territory was limited to the endurance of his
legs. His ability to pursue game was limited
to the speed with which he could run so he
was usually forced to use skill and cunning
to stalk his food, rather than speed to outdistance itv
Man's first form of useful energy besides
himself and his animals was wood. With this
source of energy, early man was able to make
life much more comfortable he hid heat on
cold nights and he could cook his food to
make it more palatable. Fire kept the wild
animals from his campsite. As time went on,
it was fire which enabled him to refine and
work metals into tools and weapons. Without
this form of energy the step into the bronze
and iron ages would havi been impossible.

England experienced it several hundred years
ago when they had depleted the wood supply on
the British Isles and were forced to convert
to coal as a substitute fuel. Coal became
the energy foundation of the industrial revolution and made England the dominant economic
power on earth. Oil burst on the scene at
the turn of the century to propel the United
States into the 20th century on a river of
low cost energy. We have passed thru the era
of wood and coal and are approaching the end
of the third era of energy, the era of oil.

As civilization expanded, the requirements
for fuel to feed the fires of commerce and to
meet the needs of the people expanded also.
In England, the demand for wood for heating,
cooking, iron making, and as ship building
material became so high it could no longer be
supplied from within the boundaries of the
British Isles. Wood was imported from the
colonies and the European continent to
supplement the home-grown supply. As a
result of this added transportation and
increased demand, the price of wood rose
sharply and supplies became scarce.

The question of what will be the energy
source of the fourth era faces us now. This
paper addresses that question and identifies
the Solar Power Satellite as the best candidate answer to our future energy needs. This
is based on its potential abundance, its
environmental acceptability, its great
flexibility and its low cost. The future
economic and technological benefits are
staggering, but do we have the courage as a
nation to make it happen?
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Beaumont, Texas, as the drilling crew was
replacing a pipe string to continue drilling
in the solid rock at the 1,160 foot level.
Suddenly, at 10:30 a.m., mud started flowing
out of the hole and history came behind it.
The gusher named "Spindletop" came in, flowing 100,000 barrels per day, providing people
with more energy than they dreamed possible.
The era of oil was upon us. It marked the end
of the second energy era the era of coal.
Figure 1 illustrates graphically the first
three energy eras.

In those days, there was also no substitute
for wood to build ships. England depended
for survival on her navy and merchant fleet,
so the wood was saved for ships and other
important uses such as trees for the king's
hunting forests. This period marked the end
of the first energy era the era of wood.
England turned to the earth for fuel. Out of
the ground came coal to fuel the hearth fires
and to feed the iron furnaces. Coal was
dirty and hard to mine, but it had greatly
superior thermal properties. Man found it
was much better for making iron and steel.
The coal industry boomed and many believe it
triggered the industrial revolution.

Oil made many things possible. Key among
these was individual transportation. It was
oil which provided the low-cost, easilyhandled fuels necessary for practical development of the internal combustion engines.
This in turn lead to practical automobiles
and then to airplanes.

England's economic fires were now fueled with
the white hot fire of coal. On this base,
England dominated much of the world's commerce for centuries. The development of the
steam engine was the beginning of another
giant step forward in man's ability to multiply his own strengths and productivity. He
now had a way to convert thermal energy into
mechanical energy. No longer would he be
bound by the fetters of his own strength, or
his horses, or the whims of the wind. Man
was now the master.

The United States economy flourished under
this diet of cheap energy. Farm machines
were built which greatly multiplied each
worker's productivity. The automobile
provided recreation as well as commerce.
People could afford to travel long distances
and see more of our great land. Oil and its
partner, natural gas, provided comfortable,
clean heat for homes and industry. Process
heating for industry provided a new and
better approach for fabricating products.
Productivity was raised again and again,
resulting in more leisure time for the average worker. Prices were reduced. The standard of living was raised continuously. It
was no longer a question of scratching out a
bare existance, but rather a question of how
best to utilize one's free time.

The pace of civilization started to pick up
rapidly after the development of the thermal
engine. Many applications were developed
which provided for mobility and increased
productivity. One man's guidance could
control a powerful machine doing the work of
many people, freeing them to do more work or
to have more free time to enjoy life.
Even though the history of oil .goes back to
before the start of recorded history, it did
not become significant until modern times.

The golden age of oil has lasted for threequarters of a century. During this time, the
United States has enjoyed the position of
dominating the world economy. Travel was
cheap, and most garages contained two cars.
Americans rode instead of walked. The ability to choose whom to ride with, and where
and when to travel, gave us unprecedented
personal freedom never duplicated elsewhere.
Cars were big, comfortable, and fast. Industry had total freedom to develop without
serious worry about energy sources or consumption. Our homes were heated and air
conditioned to comfortable levels. As air
conditioning gave us the ability to be
comfortable even in the hot, humid climates,
the southern part of our nation blossomed.
People had control of their environment which
gave them the option to live where they
wanted regardless of weather conditions.
Energy costs were incidental to the general
cost of living.

By the early part of the nineteenth century,
oil from Pennsylvania was selling for two
dollars a gallon. It was during this century
that petroleum use started to expand. By the
middle of the century, oil from Pennsylvania
was down to seventy-five cents a gallon and
was replacing sperm whale oil. In 1859, oil
was worth twenty dollars a barrel, and the
first well to produce ten barrels a day went
into production. Prior to that, the maximum
yearly production had been 2,000 barrels,
which was the same as Russia, the other big
oil producer. In the latter part of the
century, Pennsylvania's oil production
soared and prices dropped. Stimulated by
availability, low price, and its wonderful
characteristics, the uses of oil mushroomed.
The golden age of oil had not yet started,
however. That day was reserved for the twentieth century. It came upon us suddenly in
an unexpected place. It was January the
10th, 1901, at a place just south of

During this golden age of low-cost energy
based on oil and gas, other alternative
energy systems had to very good to compete.
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As is true in all fields, there is no single
solution to solve all problems. This is
certainly true with energy. Oil and gas provided the major energy base, but the emergence of electric power as a better form of
energy led to the need to develop better
electric generating methods. Key among these
in some parts of the country was development
of hydro-electric power plants. The atomic
age brought another energy competitor to the
forefront. Nuclear power plants came into
being and now supply significant amounts of
energy.
Coal continued to be an energy contributor
where it was economical to mine, where it did
not seriously affect the environment, and
where it resulted in lower cost electric
power than other sources.
ENERGIES GIFT

If we look back through history to search for
common patterns, we find that there are two
factors so close that it is hard to conclude
anything except that they are interrelated.
These two factors are the growth of the gross
national product of any nation in the world
and the growth of that country's energy
consumption. The gross national product is
the basic measurement of the economic viability of a nation and a basis of the people's
standard of living. The interesting feature
is that energy growth has to occur at a
higher rate than the gross national product
or a nation doesn't progress.
If the underdeveloped nations can't have lowcost energy they have no hope of emerging
into a high standard of living and the majority of their people will remain at the subsistance level. If this situation is to
change, the world's energy use has to rise to
levels many times the current consumption.
The United States alone has only 6% of the
world's population, and consumes over 25% of
the world's energy output. If the rest of
the world were to rise to even half the level
of the United States, world energy consumption would be about two and one half times
the current usage. What would oil cost per
barrel if it had to supply a demand of that
magnitude? What hope is there for the underdeveloped nations?

United States and a little of what has
happened.
The rising fuel costs are the most apparent
symptoms of a problem which has crept into
the fabric of our lives and now dictates a
new way of life that we cannot control.
Because of the magnitude of energy-related
costs to our gross national product, a significant rise in energy cost drives overall
costs upward and therefore is a fundamental
inflation driver. Because the very foundation of our high standard of living is based
on high productivity, ability to control our
immediate environment, and high mobility-all of which are energy intensive we are in
a situation whereby any increase in energy
costs increases the real costs of living. To
be certain, increases in energy efficiency
can counter some increases in energy costs,
but there is little hope that this can
achieve more than a twenty to thirty percent
reduction in energy use without a substantial
reduction in our standard of living. Fuel
costs have jumped as much as one thousand
percent since 1973. This means that the real
cost of living has gone up.
The only result with our present energy
sources is a decreasing standard of living
and/or runaway inflation if we try to maintain our standard of living without massive
increases in productivity. Today's situation in the United States is a little of
both. We have been experiencing the consequences of insidious creeping reduction in
our life style because of rising prices we
can't control. We are accepting restrictions
in pur personal freedom. What can we do to
change directions?
How can we recover our competitive edge without lowering our standard of living? At the
same time, how can we help those nations that
have not been as fortunate as ourselves?
Certainly not by giving away what we have
now. We can help ourselves and the poor
nations in the world by the creation of more
wealth.
Abundant, truly low-cost energy can do that!
DECISION TIME
We are at another crossroads of history. The
triumphant era of coal is old history. The
golden age of oil--the third energy era--is
coming to an end, but it is hard to accept
that fact.

THE SECOND ENERGY CRISIS

This brings us to the 1973-74 Arab oil
embargo. Our comfortable, energy-rich world
was suddenly shattered. We waited in gas
lines, ranted at the oil companies, cursed
the Arabs, and demanded that the government
"do something." This was only the beginning
of a cycle which is still going on today.
Let us review our current situation in the

Our option at this crossroads is simple.
Either go on as we have and watch our nation
and standard of living deteriorate, or we
develop a new energy source to replace oil as
the foundation of a dynamic, growing economy.
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fuel ever fill the requirement of being nondepletable and non-polluting? What are the
requirements of tomorrow? Isn't it time we
moved to the next higher form of energy?

Which should it be? What can it be? Or is
there even such a source? What will be the
fourth era of energy? (Figure 2)
The primary effort in recent years has been
to develop sources to meet our immediate
energy needs and de-emphasize the long-term
solutions. So far this approach has failed
to identify a solution to our energy problem.
If this approach is wrong, then what is
right? Let me postulate a set of goals which
must be met by the new era energy source.

The move is already started; it started some
time back. Many homes are already completely
operating on this higher form of energy. It
is energy in a pure form. Available on
demand, with no release of pollutants. It is
silent. It is energy that can be directly
converted to any service we want. It is the
form of our new energy future--it is electricity!

GOALS FOR THE FOURTH ERA

Our criteria for our new energy source for
the fourth energy ear--are as follows:

We have watched each succeeding era of energy
pass at an accelerating pace because as we
develop and grow, the demand for energy
blossoms. We have been using stored energy
in the form of coal and oil in the last two
periods. These fuels were accumulated over
millions of years, and we are devouring them
in mere centuries with only a fraction of the
earth's population participating in the
feast. The next era of energy must surely
provide the opportunity for the rest of the
world's population to share in the benefits.
Therefore, the next major source of energy
must be either so vast that we cannot use it
up, or a source that will renew itself at a
sufficiently high rate to keep up with
demand.

It must
It must
period
It must
It must
It must
future

be non-depletable
have a low cost over a long
be environmentally clean
be available to everyone
be in a useable form for the

CHARACTERISTICS OF A WINNER

We must not forget the fundamental factor
which figures in ajl decisions we make--cost.
Our second criteria must be low cost over
long periods of time, not necessarily low cost
in the beginning. What we are looking for is
a new energy foundation on which to build the
future . . . not a solution for next week.

The list of options is quite long, but if we
try to nass them through the set of screening
criteria we have established, many of them
fall by the wayside. Not because they are
bad options, but because they simply cannot
meet the requirements of a champion.
Wind Power. Wind power is one of the successful new energy sources. But it has
practical limitations due to the variations
in wind velocity and suitable locations where
the wind blows consistently.
Biomass Energy Conversion. Another reasonably successful energy source for selected
areas and uses. It is inherently limited
however because of the low efficiency of the
initial phase of photosynthesis.

We know now--from sad experience that our
environment is very fragile and cannot absorb
all the punishment that 4 billion people on
the globe can give it. So our new energy
source must be one which can live with our
environment and not destroy it, even as it
grows to shoulder the main energy burdens of
the future.

Geothermal Energy. Currently providing
energy from selected sites. Future expansion
will be limited by location or technology if
the earth's core were to be tapped directly.

The fact that we are developing criteria for
a major energy source implies that it must be
available and usable by the majority of the
world's people.

Ocean Thermal Gradient. The small natural
temperature differential of the ocean can
generate power but the low efficiency
requires massive machinery and there cost
will be a problem.

If we want to avoid ultimate conflict over
the new energy base of civilization, it must
be a source which eventually can be available
to all people without the daily threat of
blackmail. That doesn't mean we can't start
it here and get a competitive edge on the
rest of the world.

Oceanic Wave Power. Another potential source
is the energy in the ocean waves. Unfortunately the machinery required is very
large and the enfironment is adverse and
inconsistent.

What form should the energy of the future
take? Is it to be another fuel? Can another
1-42

Ground Solar Power. Ground solar power is
the preferred candidate of a lot of people.
The sun is the natural source of all our
energy. The solution is obvious--just use
it. However, it is not that easy. The real
cost is in the conversion system, and if the
energy is not available on a continuous
basis, storage must be added. The real
problem with all ground solar power systems
is the cost of providing sufficient collection and storage capacity to meet the continuous energy demand of all potential users.
Regretfully, the cost will be high within
the foreseeable future. I am not saying
ground solar power in its various forms is
not a good individual or regional solution-it simply can't meet the criteria of a
"champion. 11
Conservation. Conservation is clearly the
quickest and easiest way to tap new energy.
Where can you buy another gallon of gasoline
or another kilowatt of electricity for the
cost of simply using neither? The price is
zero dollars. Have we found the solution?
Do we need to look any farther? Let's
consider.
First, is it non-depletable? It is if you
don't use any energy . . . but is that what
non-depletable means?
Second, does it have a low cost over a long
period? It certainly doesn't cost anything
if we don't use it.
Third, is it environmentally clean?
Absolutely how can anything that doesn't
exist disturb the environment?
Fourth, is it available to everyone? Well,
that presents a problem, but if you will
accept the premise that everyone must suffer,
then you could say it is "available" to
everyone. The remaining portions k-eep
getting smaller but the distribution can be
fair.
Fifth, is it in a usable form? That's no
problem, because if we don't use it we can
imagine it is in any form that suits our
pleasure.
In other words, to accept conservation as an
energy/economic solution is to accept
defeat, for there will be no future worth
having. Conservation is the organizing of
scarcity and a slow walk down a dead end
street. It can buy us time until we can find
a new source, but it loses on all counts as a
long-range solution.
Coal and Synthetic Fuels. Coal and synthetic
fuels are only stop gaps. Even though they
have very large reserves, they are finite in
nature. Each pound of coal extracted from

the ground will be more difficult to mine
that the previous one, so the real cost will
increase through this factor as well as
through price increases driven by demand.
The same is true with synthetic fuels, except
that they will be starting from a higher
price level to begin with. The burning of
any fuel in our environment will add to the
pollution levels that are already too high.
Besides, turning back to coal is like asking
the middle-aged, retired heavyweight boxing
champion to try to make a comeback and beat
out a bunch of brawny, tough young kids who
are battling for the title; he already lost
the title to the current champ, and that was
when he was in his prime.
Qi1. We must not forget oil. Oil certainly
is the reigning champ of the world's energy
sources. It has dominated the world for
three-quarters of a century. Its use has
climbed to startling levels, not only in the
United States but also in the rest of the
world. Our currrent energy crisis is not one
of overwhelming shortages but one of economy.
The earth has large stores of oil left, but
its distribution is in the hands of relatively few; to sufficiently control the oil
supply is to control the world price of all
types of energy. The oil-rich nations are
holding us hostage through threats of cutting
off the supply the life blood of the industrialized nations. As a result, we will pay
the price they demand.
We should not be lulled into complacency when
supply occasionally overtakes demand, causing an apparent glut of oil and slight price
drops. Remember, this is primarily an
economic problem; the economic thumb screws
can be quickly reset by simply decreasing
supply. All it takes to create a shortage is
to drop supply to 99% of demand and wait for
a little while. Then the reserves will be
used up and suddenly you have a full-blown
shortage with corresponding price increases.
The Contenders
There are really only three serious
tenders left in the competition for
choice of the primary energy source
future. These are nuclear fission,
and the solar power satellites.

conthe
of the
fusion

If we consider nuclear fission first, we find
that the availability of uranium ore is
probably insufficient to power the future
unless it is used in breeder reactors. However, if we consider fission power as breeder
reactors it can probably be considered adequate for meeting the non-depletability
requirement.
When it comes to cost, however, the issue
gets fuzzy. Thirty-five years ago, when the
1-43

progress is being made in this area. However, this research is primarily directed at
achieving controlled reaction, not at power
plant design.

atomic age began, people talked of energy so
cheap that it wouldn't be necessary to meter
it. We all know that the reality has been
quite different. But we should not dismiss
this issue too quickly, for it bears on a
fundamental problem. The problem is the
difficulty of converting energy in one form
which is not useful into a form which is. If
we could use directly the energy available
from splitting the atom, the statements made
decades ago would be true. We can't use the
energy that way, however, unless we want to
make a bomb. Therefore, the cost that we now
see is heavily driven by the cost of the
machinery and facilities to convert the heat
of a controlled reaction first to mechanical
energy and then to electricity. We are only
able to convert a small fraction of the
energy released by splitting the atom into
useful electricity. It is the conversion
process which causes most of the costs.
First, because the facility is expensive, and
second, because of such low efficiency it
requires larger amounts of fuel.

Because of the unknown scientific and engineering features in the fusion power concept,
it has been impossible to adequately characterize an operational power plant. As a
result, it is not possible to make a meaningful estimate of facility and operational
costs. Without knowing these costs, the cost
of fusion power cannot even be estimated,
except as tongue-in-cheek guesses. So does
fusion pass the cost screening criteria? We
do not know and will not know until some more
scientific breakthroughs have been made and a
reasonable operational plant can be
designed.
In summarizing the potential of developing
fusion as our future energy base, we would
have to say that it's in the competition, but
will it be ready in time? Can it be accelerated enough to help us? If it takes fifty
years to achieve operational capability, it
will be too late. Let's hope, but not depend
on it.

The costs of breeder reactors are projected
to be about 30% higher than conventional
fission reactors, and they will require fuel
reprocessing. As a result, the future energy
costs are questionable, but this by itself
does not provide a "no" answer.

As you have probably noted, all of the final
candidate systems end up with electricity as
their energy form, and therefore pass that
test.

The environmental issue regarding breeder
reactors is as emotional as it is factual.
The emotions react to the safety issue,
nuclear proliferation, radiation danger, and
waste disposal. All of these are serious
issues which must still be satisfactorily
answered.

THE FUTURE CHAMPION

We are down to the last candidate. It is the
Solar Power Satellite. Spawned from the
seeds planted in space starting on October 4,
1957, born in 1968 as man reached towards the
moon, reared as the space shuttle emerged
from dreams to reality, and fed on a diet of
geosynchronous commercial satellites, it is
now ready for the championship struggle.

On balance, the jury is still out on the
environmental issue of nuclear power. If
there is no other way, the people will probably live with the problems; if there is a
good alternative, nuclear power will probably be limited. The concept hasn't been
fully accepted after 35 years of trying.
Nuclear power has had its day in court.

The concept is to place solar power satellites at geosynchronous orbit where they
spend over 99% of their life in the sunlight
for which they are designed. As the name
implies, the energy source is the sun--the
only currently operational, stable, and
reliable fusion reactor we have. The solar
power satellite is the converter to change
one form of energy to another we can readily
use. It operates by changing sunlight into
electricity with the use of solar cells. The
electricity would be collected and routed to
a transmitter antenna. It converts the electrical energy into high-frequency radio
waves called microwaves, forms the energy
into a beam and transmits it to the ground.
Guglielmo Marconi certainly didn't have this
in mind when he invented the first wireless
telegraph, but the fundamentals are the same.
The receiving antenna on the ground is called

Fusion power is a very different problem.
Here the question is what the characteristics
of a fusion plant will be. In theory, there
shouldn't be any of the radiation problems
associated with fission reactions, and if
hydrogen can be used as a fuel then it can be
considered non-depletable for all practical
purposes. Theory is often very difficult to
put into practice, however, and in the case
of fusion, this is doubly or triply true.
The pressures and temperatures required to
start a fusion reactor are way beyond normal
human experience and the materials we
possess, so whole new sciences must be developed and applied. Judging from the large
sums of money being spent on basic research,
1-44

a rectenna. It would gather the energy in
the beam and through the use of rectifying
diodes built into the antenna receiving
elements, convert the radio waves back to
electricity at very high efficiency. The
electric power would flow from the antenna to
our power grids.
Each step of this technology is currently in
use in some form for other purposes somewhere
in the world today. The projected efficiency
of the transmission beam is 50% to 60%, which
is not a bad percentage for transmitting
electric power over 22,300 miles without
wires. No scientific breakthroughs are
required, even though large-scale engineering development is certainly required to put
the system together, along with the supporting systems to build and operate it. Let's
see if it has a chance to pass our screening
criteria.
First is the question of depletability. That
one is easy; the energy is available for as
long as the sun shines and therefore, for as
long as man exists. The satellite would
intercept the energy which normally streams
past the earth into deep space. The geosynchronous orbit is about 165,000 miles in
circumference. The amount of energy that can
be gathered and delivered to'earth is primarily a function of how much we want, and only
the useable energy is delivered.
The second criteria is low cost over the long
haul. The first reaction to the question of
a solar power satellite being low cost is
that nothing associated with space could
possibly be low cost. That is simultaneously
a correct reaction and an erroneous one. It
is correct when considering the cost of hardware designed to operate in space in an
autonimous basis with high reliability.
Based on dollars per pound of space-hardware
compared to dollars per pound of, say, a
spool of copper wire, there isn't even a
comparison. But that very same piece of
space hardware which might be a communication
satellite can reduce the cost of an international telephone call by over a factor of
ten times less than could be provided by the
spool of copper wire strung from point to
point. Now which one is low cost?
The same principal applies in the case of the
solar power satellite. The hardware is not
cheap, but it has high productivity. If we
use the cost estimate established from the
preliminary designs developed by NASA, then
the cost of power could be less than is
currently being paid by the average U.S.
electric consumer. The power costs are at
least in the right ballpark. The energy is
free; the only cost is the cost of the
conversion hardware and the cost to maintain

it. The environment in space is very benign
for equipment. There is no wind or rain or
dirt or oxygen or corrosive fluids. Things
do seem to last forever in space. Maybe the
long range cost could be low.
The environmental issue is the one that has
nuclear power hung up. Can solar power
satellites pass this screen without failure?
First of all, it is difficult to fault the
energy source as environmentally unacceptable, even though most skin doctors try. The
rest of us think having the sun around is
just fine. Putting the power plant and its
associated equipment 22,300 miles from the
nearest house doesn't seem like a bad idea,
either; especially when the thermal loss of
energy conversion are left in deep space and
won't heat up our rivers and atmospheres as
all the thermal plants do. But what about
the radio wave energy beam? Isn't it a death
ray which will cook us if something goes
wrong and it wanders from the receiving
antenna? Even though the microwave beam is
the same kind of energy as we use to cook
with, the energy density (or the amount of
energy in a given area), is much less than
the energy density in our microwave ovens.
In fact, its maximum energy density is only
about 5 times what is allowed to leak from
the door of an oven. At that level, which is
23 milliwatts per square centemeter, a person
would just feel the warmth if he was standing
in the center of the beam on top of the
antenna. That much energy is about one
quarter of the energy in bright sunlight at
high noon on a Florida beach, except that it
is in the form of microwaves, or high
frequency radio waves. Microwaves cannot be
directly compared to nuclear radiation
because they are non-ionizing. The only
definitely known reaction of tissue to microwaves is heating. Doctors have used diethermary machines for decades to treat sore
muscles.
Much debate rages as to other possible
effects, such as nervous system disorders or
genetic effects due to long-term exposures at
low levels. No good, hard evidence exists to
prove or disprove the allegations. Studies
are underway, however, to do that. In the
meantime, let us consider the general evidence accumulated over the last threequarters of a century.
X-rays and the natural radiation of radium
were discovered at about the same time as
radio. During the ensuing years, it became
very clear that the magic of x-rays went
beyond what was originally thought. Serious
side effects were soon discovered. Mysterious deaths occured among workers who painted
the luminous dials of watches. The development of the atomic bomb lead to the discovery
1-45

of many more effects and relationships and
consequences of excessive exposure to ionizing radiation.
During that same overall period of time,
radio, radar, and television grew at an even
broader rate. Radar, television, radio, and
space communication frequencies spanned the
entire radio frequency range. Energy systems
were added. During all these years of exposure by everyone on earth, the only nontransient effect identified is heating. The
point I am making is that if some serious
phenomenon were caused by radio waves, there
should be indications by now.
The overall picture for the microwave environmental issue looks good, but additional
data is needed to be certain.

recovery illustrates the potential cost
advantage for the Solar Power Satellite. In
the comparison shown in figure 3 todays
capital costs and fuel costs are escalated on
the basis of an average inflation of 3% which
is about the long range average. As can be
seen the cost of power by the end of the
forty years life of the coal plant will be
over 25 times higher than power from the
Solar Power Satellite. The initial cost is
higher but the long range savings are huge.
The funds saved would be freed for other
uses. In addition the long range low cost
advantage would set a new lower world energy
price. The other energy sources would be
forced to reduce their price if they wanted
to compete and thus all energy users would
benefit.
The fourth energy era would be upon us.

The companion environmental issue is the
question of the land required for the receiving antenna. Because the energy density is
low in the beam, the antenna must be very
large in order to supply a large amount of
power. Since the antenna can be elevated
above the ground and since it blocks less
than 20% of the sunlight while stopping over
99% of the radio waves, the land can be used
for agriculture as well as a receiving
antenna. In comparison, the total land
required is less than with most other energy
systems. It only takes one-fourth the land
required by coal for an equivalent amount of
power over 40 years.
The satellites may be located at any location
around the earth and are able to beam their
energy to any selected receiver site except
near the north and south poles. Certainly
they could make electric energy available to
all the larger populated areas of the earth
if those areas owned a satellite.
Do we have a winner to carry our future
energy banner? Nuclear breeder reactors
could under the right conditions. Fusion
could if major breakthroughs are achieved,
but the prospects are that it will be too
late. The solar power satellite has a lot
going for it. It didn't flunk any of the
criteria. There are still many questions to
be answered, but we have a candidate energy
system which has come through the primary
screening criteria. It's a newcomer, fresh
and unknown. Is it good enough to take on
the incumbent champ--oil--and win? Does it
merit our full backing and support (nothing
less will do)? I think it can. I think we
have a candidate which can carry us into a
new era of abundant low-cost energy.
A simple comparison of the future, cost of
power between coal (the U.S. largest fuel
resource) and the Solar Power Satellite,
using typical utility methods of revenue
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Figure 1 Historical Perspective - This is Not the First World Energy Crisis. What Have We Learned?
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